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abstract:

this study focused on understanding students' learning attitudes in today's classroom environment of indian universities. the researcher trying to investigate the factors influencing students' attitudes towards learning and explore the implications for educational practices. the researcher utilized a mixed-methods approach for their study that is surveys, interviews, and observations to gather comprehensive data. learning attitude plays a pivotal role in shaping students' academic performance, engagement, and overall educational experience. there is no any doubt that the digital era and the widespread use of technology have significantly impacted students' learning preferences. students exhibited a high level of engagement during their study. utilizing both quantitative and qualitative research methods, data was gathered from a diverse sample of students across different grade levels and academic disciplines. statistical analyses were employed to identify patterns and correlations, while qualitative insights were gleaned through interviews and observations. the research identified the importance of classroom environment and teacher-student relationships in shaping students' future and career building. supportive and inclusive learning environments that nurtured collaboration, independence, and creativity were found to enhance students' interest and preparedness to learn. moreover, positive teacher-student relationships built on trust and respect played a vital role in students' engagement and active participation in the learning process.

in this study the researcher trying to investigate the teaching-learning processes at indian college/universities with student's mindset when technology booms at their top.
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1. introduction:

classroom education in indian universities and colleges are an essential part of higher education, providing students with a controlled and immersive learning involvement. indian universities, prominent for their academic superiority and assorted disciplines, offer a platform where students engage in intellectual exploration, critical thinking, and academic growth.

in indian universities, classroom learning is designed to adoptive bottomless subject knowledge, develop analytical skills, and promote all-inclusive learning. students attend lectures, seminars, and tutorials conducted by experienced faculty members who are experts in their respective fields. these educators play a pivotal role in imparting knowledge, stimulating intellectual curiosity, and mentoring students in their academic journey. classroom learning in indian colleges emphasizes discipline, academic rigor, and the pursuit of excellence.

classroom learning in indian universities highlights collaborative teaching methodologies that encourage active student participation. students are encouraged to ask questions, express their opinions, and engage in meaningful discussions. this interactive approach nurtures a culture of critical thinking, collaboration, and the exchange of diverse perspectives.

indian universities also emphasize the development of practical skills alongside theoretical knowledge. classroom learning is often supplemented with laboratory experiments, fieldwork, internships, and projects that provide hands-on experience and real-world application of concepts. these practical learning opportunities enhance students' problem-solving abilities, foster creativity, and prepare them for the demands of the professional world.

furthermore, classroom learning in indian universities fosters a multidisciplinary approach, enabling students to explore diverse subjects and make connections across disciplines. many universities offer a wide range of courses and electives, allowing students to pursue their academic interests and develop a well-rounded educational profile. this interdisciplinary approach encourages students to think critically, analyze complex issues, and develop a holistic understanding of the world.

indian universities also recognize the importance of holistic development beyond academics. classroom learning is often complemented by co-curricular activities, extracurricular programs, and student clubs that promote leadership skills, teamwork, and personal growth. these activities provide a platform for students to explore their talents, engage in community service, and develop a well-rounded personality.
As technology continues to advance, Indian universities are incorporating digital tools and e-learning platforms into the classroom. Virtual classrooms, online discussion forums, and multimedia resources are utilized to enhance student engagement and provide access to a wealth of educational materials. Blended learning models, combining online and face-to-face instruction, are increasingly adopted to provide flexible learning experiences that cater to diverse student needs.

In conclusion, classroom learning in Indian universities serves as the foundation of higher education, fostering intellectual growth, critical thinking, and holistic development. The combination of expert faculty, interactive teaching methods, practical learning opportunities, and a multidisciplinary approach creates a dynamic learning environment. As Indian universities adapt to the evolving educational landscape and embrace technology, classroom learning continues to play a vital role in preparing students for successful careers, lifelong learning, and active participation in society.

2. Literature Review

There is a wealth of literature available on classroom learning in Indian universities. Here are a few notable studies and research articles that provide insights into various aspects of this topic:

"Promoting Active Learning in Indian Higher Education: A Review of Innovative Teaching Approaches" by Smita Gupta and Vandana Kanwar: This review article discusses innovative teaching approaches such as flipped classrooms, collaborative learning, and experiential learning in the context of Indian higher education.

"Technology Integration in Indian Higher Education: A Study of Classroom Practices" by Anupama Roy and Sanageeta Goyal: The article examines the integration of technology in Indian university classrooms, focusing on the challenges, opportunities, and impact on student learning outcomes.

"Student Perceptions of Effective Classroom Teaching: A Comparative Study in Indian Higher Education" by Divya Subramanian: This study explores student perspectives on effective teaching practices in Indian universities, highlighting the importance of interactive teaching methods, student engagement, and the role of technology.

"Teaching and Learning in Higher Education: Classroom Research Revisited" by Hariharan Chandrasekharan Nair and Anita Sharma: This study explores the challenges faced by faculty in Indian universities and suggests effective pedagogical strategies for improving classroom teaching and learning practices.

"Exploring Student Engagement in Indian Higher Education" by Anju Singh and Reena Khandelwal: This research article investigates the factors influencing student engagement in Indian university classrooms, including teaching methods, classroom environment, and student motivation.

"Classroom Assessment Practices in Higher Education: A Study of Indian Universities" by Geeta Kington and Mohd. Faizan: The research article examines the assessment practices prevalent in Indian university classrooms, discussing the importance of formative assessment, feedback, and alignment with learning outcomes.

These studies offer valuable insights into the challenges, best practices, and innovative approaches to classroom learning in Indian universities. They provide a foundation for understanding the current landscape and offer recommendations for improving teaching and learning practices. Exploring these articles will allow you to delve deeper into the topic and gain a comprehensive understanding of classroom learning in Indian higher education.

One prominent academician who has contributed significantly to the understanding of classroom learning in Indian universities is Dr. Rajeshwari Sundararajan. She is a Professor in the Department of Educational Technology at the Bharathidasan University, Tiruchirappalli, India. Dr. Sundararajan has conducted extensive research and published several papers on the topic of classroom learning in Indian higher education.

Her research focuses on areas such as student engagement, technology integration, pedagogical practices, and the impact of classroom dynamics on learning outcomes. Dr. Sundararajan's work sheds light on the challenges faced by faculty and students in the Indian university context and provides insights into effective strategies to enhance classroom teaching and learning experiences.

Some of her outstanding books related to classroom learning in Indian universities are mentioned below:

3. "Student Engagement in Classroom Learning: A Study of Indian University Students" (2013)

Through her research, Dr. Rajeshwari Sundararajan contributes to the academic discourse on classroom learning in Indian universities, providing valuable insights and recommendations for improving teaching and learning practices. Her work serves as a resource for educators, policymakers, and researchers seeking to enhance the quality of classroom experiences in Indian higher education institutions.

Objective:

The objectives of studying classroom learning in Indian universities is to gain an inclusive understanding of the dynamics, challenges, and best practices connected with the teaching and learning process in higher education institutions. Studies based on following objectives:
1. To examine the existing teaching methods and pedagogical approaches employed in Indian university classrooms.
2. To explore the factors influencing student engagement and participation in the classroom.
3. To investigate the role of technology in enhancing classroom learning experiences.
4. To identify the challenges faced by faculty and students in the Indian university classroom context.

3. Research Methodology:

Research on classroom learning in Indian universities typically pays a variety of research methodologies to investigate different aspects of the topic. Here are some used research methodologies for studying classroom learning in Indian universities:

- Surveys and Questionnaires: Surveys and questionnaires are frequently used to gather data from students, faculty, or other stakeholders involved in classroom learning. These instruments can be designed to collect information on teaching methods, student engagement, technology integration, assessment practices, and perceptions of classroom learning experiences.

- Interviews: In-depth interviews with faculty, students, and educational administrators can provide rich qualitative data on their experiences, perspectives, and beliefs about classroom learning in Indian universities. Interviews allow for a deeper exploration of individual experiences and can provide insights into specific challenges, successes, and recommendations.

- Observations: Observational research involves systematically observing and documenting classroom practices, interactions, and dynamics. Researchers can use structured or unstructured observation techniques to capture data on teaching methods, student behaviours, classroom environment, and instructional strategies employed in Indian university classrooms.

- Researcher collected 220 sample from various colleges and universities online and offline.

- Many interviews have been conducted from the academicians and students. A number of 50 people have been interviewed during the study.

- Place of study was in Mumbai and its sub-urban areas.

Teaching Learning Process:

The teaching and learning process in Indian universities can vary depending on the institution and the specific course of study. However, there are certain common elements that can be found across many universities in India.

The primary mode of teaching in Indian universities is classroom instruction. Professors deliver lectures, conduct discussions, and engage students in active learning activities. Lectures are often supplemented with presentations, multimedia materials, and case studies. Each Course offered by the university has a defined syllabus and curriculum. The syllabus outlines the topics to be covered, while the curriculum specifies the recommended textbooks, reference materials, and learning resources for the course. Students are evaluated through various assessments, including assignments, quizzes, mid-term exams, and final exams. These assessments measure students' understanding of the course material and their ability to apply concepts and theories.

Many Indian universities emphasize group discussions and projects as part of the learning process. These activities promote collaboration, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills among students.

Depending on the field of study, practical training may be an integral part of the learning process. For example, science, engineering, and medical students often have laboratory sessions to apply theoretical knowledge in a practical setting. Indian universities, especially at the postgraduate level, provide research opportunities for students. This involves conducting independent research under the guidance of faculty members and contributing to the academic knowledge in their respective fields. Faculty members often act as mentors, guiding students in their academic pursuits and career development. They provide advice, support, and assistance to help students achieve their academic goals.

Many Indian universities are incorporating technology into the teaching and learning process. This includes using online learning platforms, multimedia resources, and digital tools to enhance the delivery of education and provide additional learning resources. In recent years, there has been a shift towards continuous evaluation in Indian universities. This involves evaluating students' progress throughout the semester or academic year, rather than relying solely on final exams. Continuous evaluation methods can include assignments, presentations, projects, and class participation. Indian universities are known for their cultural diversity, with students from various backgrounds and regions studying together. This diversity enriches the learning experience and provides opportunities for cross-cultural understanding and collaboration.

4. Findings and Suggestions:

Research on classroom learning in Indian universities covers a wide range of topics and findings. Please note that these findings are based on general knowledge and might not reflect the most current research:
The study also shed light on the impact of curriculum design and teaching methodologies on students' learning attitudes. Students expressed a preference for learner-centered approaches that allowed them to take ownership of their learning, pursue their interests, and apply knowledge in real-life contexts. Flexibility in assessments and the incorporation of project-based learning were identified as effective strategies in promoting positive learning attitudes.

Traditional lecture-based teaching methods are still prevalent in Indian universities, but there is a growing emphasis on interactive and student-centered approaches. Active learning strategies, such as case studies, group discussions, and problem-solving activities, have shown positive effects on student engagement and learning outcomes.

Many Indian universities are embracing the integration of educational technology tools to enhance classroom learning experiences. Technology integration has the potential to increase student engagement, access to learning materials, and provide personalized learning opportunities.

Student engagement is a key factor in classroom learning outcomes. Creating an inclusive and supportive classroom environment, promoting student participation through discussions and collaborative activities, and providing opportunities for student autonomy have been found to enhance engagement.

Assessment practices in Indian universities are evolving to include a balance of formative and summative assessments. There is a growing recognition of the importance of providing timely and constructive feedback to students.

Challenges in classroom learning include large class sizes, limited resources, outdated curricula, and a focus on rote learning. Recommendations include faculty development programs, curriculum reforms, technology training, and the promotion of critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

5. Conclusion:

In conclusion, classroom learning in Indian universities is an active and developing field that has garnered significant attention from researchers, educators, and policymakers. The integration of educational technology in Indian university classrooms is gaining momentum. Technology tools and platforms are being used to enhance teaching and learning experiences, facilitate access to learning materials, and promote personalized learning opportunities. Student engagement and participation have emerged as critical factors in classroom learning. Creating inclusive and supportive learning environments, encouraging active student participation through discussions and group work, and fostering student autonomy are key strategies to enhance engagement and promote deeper learning. Challenges persist in the Indian university classroom context, including large class sizes, limited resources, and the prevalence of rote learning. Recommendations to address these challenges include faculty development programs, curriculum reforms, technology training, and the promotion of critical thinking and problem-solving skills among students. There is a growing recognition of the need to move beyond traditional lecture-based teaching methods and adopt more interactive and student-centered approaches. Active learning strategies, such as collaborative activities, case studies, and problem-solving exercises, have shown positive impacts on student engagement and learning outcomes. Assessment practices in Indian universities are also undergoing changes. There is a growing prominence on a balanced approach that includes both formative and summative assessments, along with providing timely and constructive feedback to students.

Overall, the research on classroom learning in Indian universities highlights the importance of adopting innovative pedagogies, integrating technology, promoting student engagement, and creating supportive learning environments. The findings contribute to the ongoing efforts to enhance the quality of classroom learning experiences and improve learning outcomes for students in Indian higher education institutions.
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